
Message from SA Chairs:

A warm welcome back to everyone, we very much hope you had a restful summer, 

and we’re hoping this academic year will afford more normality for all.

We’re sad to announce that Fiona, our SA treasurer for many years, is leaving 

Bishop Perrin.  She has provided immeasurable work to the school and particularly 

the BP SA and we would like to thank Fiona for her contribution and wish her well.  

As Fiona will be officially leaving at the upcoming SA AGM, we are keen for a new 
Treasurer to take over, please contact us at SA.BishopPerrin@gmail.com to apply or 

with any queries.

For this yea’rs Christmas cards and mugs, the SA have made the decision to return 

to ‘Cauliflower’ to avoid any repeat of the poor experience with last year’s process.

Over the Summer Term the SA have had to release both an indoor and outdoor 

storage cupboard to KoosaKids for their use, which led to our conducting a stock 

check.  Unfortunately, this resulted in the discovery that the storage shed had been 

inhabited by rodents!  Therefore, to avoid any risk of a health hazard, many items 

had to be disposed of. Additionally, the discovery of a large hole has required on 

going repairs as well as a full cleaning and wood preserve & paint job which will 

prolong its useful life.

We are working to provide a schedule of events to raise some badly needed funds 

and with this aim we are coordinating with Mr Corke to ensure the school is happy 

to return to normal fund-raising activities. Once this is confirmed we can all discuss 

plans at the forthcoming SA meeting and AGM. The dates have not yet been 

finalised; however, we will get them to you ASAP where we are also look forward to 

meeting you all in person.

Finally, we are looking forward to meeting the new Reception parents at the Teddy 

Bears picnic next Friday.

Best Wishes, 

Becky, Laura, Soraya and Andy
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Please contact us with any ideas, comments, or questions: SA.BishopPerrin@gmail.com

https://www.bishopperrin.richmond.sch.uk/school-association/school-association-bishop-perrin
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